Medline
((Asset* adj1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*").ti,ab. Embase ((Asset* adj1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*").ti,ab. CINAHL TI ( ((Asset* N1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") ) OR AB ( ((Asset* N1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") ) PsycINFO HMIC ((Asset* adj1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*").ti,ab.
Health Business Elite
TI ( ((Asset* N1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") ) OR AB ( ((Asset* N1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") ) Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY((Asset* W/1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") Web of Science ((Asset* NEAR/1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*") ASSIA (Asset* N/1 (build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient*)) or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*" SCIE (Social Care online) AllFields:'asset* and build* or based* or approach* or health* or map* or model* or develop* or focus* or orient* or "asset-base*" or "asset-map*" or "asset-build*" or "asset-map*"'
